
 e-Rewards® Market Research 
Data Guard SQL Apply & 

Oracle Maximum Availability Architecture  
 

“Near real-time synchronization of our Data Warehouse with our OLTP system using Data Guard SQL 
Apply enables e-Rewards to more effectively scale our environment to meet the needs of members, 
clients, and employees. We evaluated competitive offerings and nothing could match the combination of 
functionality, performance, manageability and low cost offered by SQL Apply. ”  

-David Sink, 
Business Intelligence Architect  
e-Rewards Market Research  
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Corporate Profile  

• Leader in the $1.6 billion market for 
online market research 

• The e-Rewards difference: setting 
quality standards for the online 
research industry by ensuring 
panel integrity 

• The e-Rewards standard of 
performance - optimum member 
experience & fast, accurate results 
for clients 

• www.e-rewards.com/researchers 

 

Oracle Technology Used 

• Oracle Database 10.2.0.2 

• Oracle RAC 

• Oracle Data Guard SQL Apply  
(logical standby) 

• Flashback Database 

• RMAN 

• Automatic Storage Management 

• Oracle Warehouse Builder 

 

 

OVERVIEW 

For their clients, e-Rewards Market Research provides the highest quality method 
of conducting primary online market research and gauging consumer interest in 
marketing campaigns. With extensive profile information for more than 3 million 
current members, e-Rewards is a superior choice for reaching hard-to find 
demographics, including key business decision makers and affluent individuals. 

For their 3 million members, e-Rewards offers a fair-value exchange for responding 
to pre-screened e-mail and participating in online surveys that have been selected to 
match their profiles. Members earn an e-Rewards currency which can be exchanged 
for valuable rewards from a variety of well-known companies including 
BLOCKBUSTER®, Continental Airlines®, Delta Air Lines®, Hertz®, Hilton®, 
Northwest Airlines®, Pizza Hut®, US Airways®, Pier 1®, eBags® and other 
program partners. 

At the heart of e-Rewards.com is a powerful OLTP system supported by an Oracle 
Database for online interaction with e-Rewards members. Complementing the web 
site is a Data Warehouse supported by a separate 2.8TB Oracle Database used for 
survey panel management, and for near real-time analysis and reporting driven by 
the large volume of data captured from member responses.   

Oracle Data Guard SQL Apply [1] is used to update the Data Warehouse (a logical 
standby database) in near real time, as members enter their survey responses into 
the e-Rewards web site. SQL Apply effectively isolates web site performance from 
the resource intensive processing of the Data Warehouse and the accompanying 
analysis that creates value for e-Rewards clients. SQL Apply makes it possible to 
achieve the optimum web site experience for members while allowing the internal 
operations of e-Rewards unrestricted access, to data and system resources required 
by the business. 

In addition to Data Guard, e-Rewards utilizes the complete Oracle High 
Availability (HA) feature set – including Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC), 
Automatic Storage Management (ASM), Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN), and 
Flashback Database to achieve the HA objectives for both databases.  They have 
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relied extensively on the Oracle Maximum Availability Architecture [2], an Oracle 
tested and customer validated best practices blueprint for deploying highly available 
systems. e-Rewards also utilizes Oracle Warehouse Builder 10g Release 2 to design, 
build, and manage their Data Warehouse, data marts, and business intelligence 
system.  

This case study details the use of Data Guard SQL Apply and the HA architecture 
deployed by e-Rewards. 

 

 

e-REWARDS CONFIGURATION DETAILS 

System Configuration 

Both e-Rewards’ web site and Data Warehouse databases are hosted on two SUN 
E25Ks located in the same data center (see Figure 1).   

Figure 1 – Web Site and Data Warehouse Systems 

Each SUN E25K is split into two domains, creating a total of 4 domains across 
both systems. The web site runs in a domain on each system and is configured as a 
2-node Oracle RAC.   The Data Warehouse is similarly configured as an Oracle 
RAC database using the second domain on each server.  Should one of the E25Ks 
fail, both the web site and the Data Warehouse continue to function on the 
surviving E25K.  All Data Guard redo transport between the web site and Data 
Warehouse is sent over a dedicated private network, isolating it from user traffic. 

The two Oracle RAC clusters share two different SANs; a high-performance 
Hitachi 9985 SAN that hosts data files and a lesser performance Hitachi 6130 SAN 
that hosts files used for recovery (RMAN flash recovery area). In addition to 
System Configuration 

Web Site - OLTP 

• 2-node Oracle RAC 

• Solaris 10 

• 8 dual-core CPUs per node 

• 48 GB RAM per node 

• (4) 2GB Fiber HBAs per Domain 

• (4) 1GB Teamed NICs for 
interconnects per domain 

• Data files allocated 3.0TB disk 
space 

• Flash Recovery Area allocated 
1.5TB disk space 

 

Data Warehouse 

• 2-node Oracle RAC 

• Solaris 10 

• 8 dual core CPUs per node 

• 64GB RAM per node 

• (4) 2GB Fiber HBAs per Domain  

• (4) 1GB Teamed NICs for 
interconnects per domain 

• Data files allocated 2.8TB disk 
space 

• Flash Recovery Area allocated 
1.5TB disk space 

Storage 

• Hitachi 9985 SAN for Data Files 

• Hitachi 6130 SAN for flash recovery 
area  
 several TB of free space, the SANs are easily expanded to accommodate future 
growth. e-Rewards has carefully isolated OLTP and Data Warehouse I/O  by using 
16 fiber channel adapters (4 per domain) to connect to the SAN. The configuration 
will soon be upgraded to include 32 fiber channel adapters, 8 for each domain, to 
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accommodate near-term growth. Figure 2 provides a more detailed view of the e-
Rewards configuration.  

 

Data Guard Logical 
Standby is an important 
component of a long-term 
strategic hardware and 
software platform, 
dramatically increasing 
capacity and scalability for 
our users.  After 
implementing this complete 
solution, we achieved 
performance improvements of 
50-95% in most batch 
processing operations. 

  - David Sink
Business Intelligence 

Architect
e-Rewards Market Research 

 

 

Figure 2 – SUN Domains and SAN configuration 

Oracle Configuration 

Oracle Database Release 10.2.0.2 is used for the primary and standby databases 
which are located in the same data center. Each database is configured with two 
ASM disk groups, one comprised of high performance disks for data files and a 
second comprised of lower cost disks for the Flash Recovery Area (FRA).  The 
Flash Recovery Area is used by Oracle to store and manage all recovery related 
files, including online logs, archive logs, flashback logs, and RMAN on-disk 
backups. 

Flashback database is enabled and used to provide very fast point-in-time recovery. 
e-Rewards uses the default value of 1440 minutes for  the flashback retention target 
(DB_FLASHBACK_RETENTION_TARGET) to specify the upper limit on how 
far back in time the database may be flashed back . 
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ASM uses 72GB LUN sizes managed externally by the SAN, which has hotspot 
detection and relocation turned on.  Current size of DATA ASM disk group for the 
OLTP system is 3.0 TB and the current size of DATA ASM disk group on the 
Data Warehouse is 2.8TB. 

 

Data Guard Configuration 

Data Guard SQL Apply is configured in Maximum Performance mode using 
Asynchronous Redo Transport Services and Real-Time Apply at the standby 
database.  Redo from committed transactions is shipped to the standby database as 
fast as it is generated, and applied to the standby database as quickly as it is 
received.  e-Rewards opted for asynchronous redo transport in lieu of synchronous 
transport to eliminate any potential for incurring additional overhead on the 
primary database.  

Data Guard Configuration 

• Maximum Performance, ASYNC 
redo transport services 

• SQL Apply (logical standby) 

• Real-Time Apply – redo data is 
applied to the standby database 
as fast as it is received 

• Flashback Database is enabled 
using default retention period of 
1440 minutes 

 

SQL Apply Workload & Apply Lag 

• Primary database redo generation 
during productions hours is 
1.2MB/sec  

• Average apply lag between 
primary and standby database is 
15-30 seconds. 

• Primary database redo generation 
at peak (heavy batch processing 
that runs nightly) is 18.1MB/sec 

• Average apply lag between 
primary and standby database at 
peak is 30-45 minutes 

• Apply quickly catches up once 
nightly batch processing has 
completed, returning the apply 
lag to a value of 15-30 seconds 
for OLTP workload 

 

The standby database achieves near real-time reporting, with an apply lag between 
the primary and standby databases ranging between 15 and 30 seconds.  This 
performance is achieved during normal operations when the primary database is 
processing 100-300 member transactions/second, and while the logical standby 
database, itself a production database, supports near real-time operational reporting, 
analytical reporting, and a number of internal tools used by the operations team.  
During very heavy nightly batch processing on the primary database the redo rate 
peaks at 18.1MB/second (workload is discussed more in the section below) and can 
increase the apply lag on the standby database to as much as 30-45 minutes, but the 
apply lag quickly falls back to the 15-30 second range once batch processing is 
complete. Some of the batch processes can and will be tuned over time to reduce 
these spikes in lag time. Note that this increase in apply lag during batch processing 
has no performance impact on the primary database.  

On a nightly basis e-Rewards uses RMAN [3] to back up both OLTP and Data 
Warehouse databases to the Flash Recovery Area on disk, and then copy the on-
disk backup to tape. 

 

Workload Characteristics 

As would be expected, the primary database hosting the e-Rewards web site and 
related OLTP applications has dramatically different workload characteristics 
compared to the logical standby database hosting the Data Warehouse.   

Primary Database – eRewards.com 

The OLTP workload on the primary database is characterized by 60,000 to 100,000 
physical reads/second and 100-300 transactions/second with CPU utilization 
typically running at 10-30%.  I/O is the most important contributor to member 
perception of response time.   

It is very important to the e-Rewards business model to provide fast response time 
whenever members enter online responses to surveys using the e-Rewards web site.  
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Poor response time will negatively impact the quality of survey responses and the 
likelihood of a respondent participating in a future survey.  Because maintaining 
high service levels for response time and availability are critical to providing a 
“frictionless” member experience, e-Rewards utilizes a network of response time 
monitors at all levels of its architecture that immediately page e-Rewards staff if 
response time exceeds designated thresholds. 

Primary database online redo log files are sized at 512MB and primary database 
transactions generate 150-200 logs files each day, or an average of 1.2MB/sec of 
redo data over a 24-hour period.  During heavy batch processing redo generation 
peaks at 18.1MB/sec.  This is the volume of data Data Guard must ship and apply 
to the 2.8 TB standby database in order to keep it synchronized with the primary.  

Standby Database – the Data Warehouse 

The logical standby database that forms e-Rewards’ Data Warehouse is a true 
production database in every sense, used by e-Rewards to support operations that 
are at the core of its business.  

Understanding e-Rewards approach to market research and the unique value it 
creates for its clients provides an appreciation of the importance of the Data 
Warehouse.  e-Rewards utilizes sophisticated analysis of its membership to create 
survey panels tailored to demographics that yield the most accurate representation 
of customer opinion for a given research topic.   

The logical standby database 
that forms e-Rewards’ Data 
Warehouse is a true production 
database in every sense, used by 
e-Rewards to support operations 
that are at the core of its 
business.  

The second part of the e-Rewards difference is the speed at which it can analyze 
survey responses and provide high quality information back to its clients. Oracle 
Data Warehouse Builder is used to transform raw data from member responses, 
populate data marts used for analysis and report survey results. 

Given the above characteristics, it is easy to understand both the performance 
challenge and the importance of high availability for the e-Rewards standby 
database that serves as the data warehouse.  It simultaneously supports: 

• Reporting and analysis on more than 400 concurrent data collection projects 
and 3 million active members, with each member having up to 1,000 different 
attributes that factor into the analysis of their suitability for a given panel. 

• Analytical workflow processes required to create each survey and package it 
into a “drop” that is then processed by the OLTP system running on the e-
Rewards web site. 

• SQL Apply processing of redo generated by member transactions at the 
primary database, updating the Data Warehouse in near real-time. 

• Data transformation and processing performed by Oracle Data Warehouse 
Builder and the update of additional schemas in the logical standby database 
used for daily aggregate tables and data marts that support e-Rewards internal 
operations and reporting to its clients. 
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LIFE BEFORE SQL APPLY 

The OLTP system and Data Warehouse were a single monolithic system prior to 
SQL Apply.   Data aggregation and batch reporting used the same schema as 
OLTP. At times, this made it difficult to guarantee fast response time for members 
using the e-Rewards web site without placing significant restrictions on data access 
and production work by internal users. This prompted e-Rewards to utilize Data 
Guard SQL Apply to separate internal operations from member facing applications 
and enable the business to operate in an unconstrained fashion while still having 
access to real-time data from member surveys. 

 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

Data Guard Advantages: 

Least complex solution for one-way 
replication of the entire database 
when there is a requirement for the 
standby database to be open read-
write (note: no changes are allowed 
to data that is maintained by SQL 
Apply) 

Native Oracle functionality - 
function and performance optimized 
for Oracle 

Integrated across Oracle feature set 

Included Oracle feature, no 
additional acquisition or 
maintenance cost 

Compatibility with future Oracle 
releases and features – zero reliance 
on 3td party support or porting 
schedules.  

Several alternatives to SQL Apply were considered, they included both Oracle and 
third-party products, specifically: 

Oracle Streams is an included feature of the Oracle database that provides very 
sophisticated mechanisms for replication of Oracle data.  Streams is a very flexible 
and powerful feature enabling fine-grained replication, multi-master replication, 
many-to-one replication, data transformation and message queuing. e-Rewards 
concluded that both Data Guard and Streams could satisfy their technical 
requirements.   e-Rewards decided to use Data Guard SQL Apply because they 
found its more focused feature set was a simpler solution for their relatively 
straightforward requirement of one-way replication of the primary database. 

DataMirror and Shareplex.  These third party products use various mechanisms for 
capturing changes on the primary database and replicating them to a second 
database.  Similar to Streams, these products are designed to address a wider range 
of requirements than needed by e-Rewards.  Unlike Streams or Data Guard, these 
products present additional challenges of greater acquisition and maintenance cost, 
increased complexity of supporting and integrating a solution from another vendor, 
and concerns for compatibility with current and future Oracle releases and Oracle 
features that play a major role in the e-Rewards architecture (particularly Oracle 
RAC and ASM).  The combination of these factors led to e-Rewards selection of 
Data Guard SQL Apply.   

  

ORACLE REAL APPLICATION CLUSTERS 

SQL Apply provides e-Rewards with the mechanism to isolate workload and make 
it possible to achieve service levels for both internal and external users.  Equally 
important to achieving services levels is the high availability and scalability enabled 
by Oracle RAC and ASM. 

As described above, a partition on each E25K is used to form two, 2-node Oracle 
RAC clusters, one for the e-Rewards web site and the other for the Data 
Warehouse.  Each node is active, allowing e-Rewards to scale out and bring more 
processing power to bear by fully utilizing system resources.  Should one of the 
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E25Ks fail, the surviving nodes on the remaining E25K continue processing, 
avoiding downtime for either the web site or Data Warehouse.     

 

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS 

e-Rewards utilized Quest Benchmark Factory to stress test SQL Apply and quickly 
confirmed that SQL Apply could handle OLTP production workload. From their 
reading of Data Guard documentation, and Maximum Availability Architecture 
Best Practices for SQL Apply [4], e-Rewards understood the up-front benefit of 
thoroughly analyzing the impact on standby apply rates of primary database batch 
processing, schema changes and other maintenance operations. This analysis 
enabled the IT staff to bring discipline to administrative procedures – eliminating 
any surprises after the system went into production.  This up-front investment was 
especially required given the management expectation that the system would be 
able to accommodate 300% growth without any major changes to the architecture. 

e-Rewards also performed in-depth analysis of end-to-end I/O performance, 
optimizing their SAN configuration and understanding the performance advantages 
of Oracle Automatic Storage Management.  For example, e-Rewards increased the 
number of processes that ASM has set by default, enabled external redundancy, and 
mirrored both voting and OCR disks. 

  

CONCLUSION 

e-Rewards has achieved efficient division of resources between their web site and 
Data Warehouse, optimizing system utilization and high availability with built-in 
capacity to support significant future growth. The result is the ability to consistently 
meet service level requirements of members, clients and internal users, aligning IT 
resources to efficiently support the unique business model that has made e-
Rewards so successful.  

e-Rewards’ adoption of Oracle High Availability features has eliminated the 
complexity and cost of integrating and supporting third party software components 
within their I.T architecture.  Database, file system and volume manager, cluster 
ware, replication capabilities, backup and recovery, and Data Warehouse tools are 
all provided by Oracle as a single solution designed to work together and provide 
maximum benefit to e-Rewards. 
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“Data Guard SQL Apply 
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Business Intelligence 
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